
Let’s Camp June 2022 Release Notes

Usability Tweaks & Bug Fixes:
● Removed the navigation item on the homepage that led campers to our campground

sales page and replaced it with a link leading to the “Find a Campground” page.
● Corrected the color of some links in emails that were formatting grey and were difficult to

read.
● We’ve moved the number of guests field out onto the campground profile so campers

need to fill it out before they get to the site search page. There were a lot of campers
who were not filling this field out prior.

● Fixed a bug for multi-campground users where the campground you’re logged into
switches to a different campground without prompting.

● Fixed a bug where an error message was displaying as “Start date must be greater than
[object object]” when referring to a start date needing to be greater than today’s date.

● Fixed a bug that caused an endless loop when clicking the “back” button from viewing
logs in a booking.

● Added a new error message when campers select an RV length that’s too big for any
site at that campground saying “The maximum RV length allowed is __ ft”

● Fixed a bug on the map on the site search page that was causing its location to reset
with a one-finger-touch.

● Changed the styling of the “sites to be blocked” field in Block Sites to be a multi-select
drop-down instead of displaying every site with a check-box next to it.

● Added an error message “Site is no longer available” to display at the bottom of the site
modal in a case where one user has opened up a specific site, but hasn’t clicked “book
this site” and another user does click “book this site” before the first user clicks it.

● If a camper makes a change to their booking and something happens before they pay,
the booking can now exist with an amount owing. It used to give the camper a certain
amount of time before reversing the change, which will not work with other upcoming
changes.

● If a user searches for a specific campground in the Camp Search page, the page will
display the searched campground first, followed by other campgrounds in the area.

● Made a tweak to the button campers use to make payments to their booking to match
the style and functionality of the button campgrounds and admins use for consistency.

New Features:
Assign booking to a different user: Campgrounds can now click a button from the booking
view screen to assign a booking to a different user. This feature can be used when a camper
wants to transfer a booking to someone else, or if there’s a typo in the email during booking or
account creation.



Campgrounds can Delete Fees & Taxes: Campgrounds can now edit a booking and delete
fee and tax line items. A warning will pop up that the fee or tax being deleted cannot be
re-added (like in a case where you delete taxes and then extend the stay, it won’t add taxes for
the additional nights). This will be used for tax exemption, but also in any case where a
campground wants to remove a non-refundable fee like a cancellation fee.

Province Pages: We’ve added an item to the navigation called “Camping Destinations”, which
drops down to individual pages for each province we have camps for. These pages will display
only the campgrounds found in those provinces, and the pages’ purpose is to get more organic
traffic to campgrounds.


